Strive for the highest

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
What is SOAR?
SOAR is a gifted and talented program, which accelerates
learning of selected students who have exceptional abilities
across multiple areas and are highly committed to furthering
their academic outcomes.

Do SOAR students work through content at a faster pace
than the rest of their year level?
SOAR aligns with the Victorian Curriculum, but students are
extended via challenging higher-order thinking strategies
and an accelerated pace.

How are SOAR students selected?
Students are invited to apply for entry into the SOAR
program. Invitations are given based on academic testing
results and College enrolment requirements.

SOAR students can be working six to 12 months ahead,
reflecting a pace that suits their learning needs. Teachers
ensure students have a sound understanding of concepts
and can demonstrate their learning to a high standard before
moving on to the next area of the curriculum, offering extra
support if required.

How many students are accepted into SOAR?
SOAR plans to run one stream at Year 7 in 2023. We aim
to maintain a class size of 25 - 27 students.
Does SOAR run for a student’s entire academic year?
The SOAR program runs from Years 7 to 9 followed by
options for early VCE entry or uptake of tertiary subjects
in Year 12.
Can a student who misses out on a place in Year 7 SOAR
be reselected at a higher year?
Students who show exceptional academic performance and
attitude in Year 7 or Year 8, and enrolments who transfer
from a different school may be invited to participate in SOAR
in the following year, depending on availability.

Are SOAR students separated from the rest of their year
level?
Students in SOAR undertake all core subjects together
but join other students in their year level for art, music and
technology subjects. Students will still be with other students
in pastoral, co-curricular and external competition activities.
There are also many other opportunities for SOAR students
to work and socialise with other students such as sporting
days, reflection days, excursions and incursions.
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Do SOAR students have more homework?
Homework expectations are similar but may involve more in depth learning tasks for those students in the SOAR program.
Are SOAR students expected to maintain certain grades?
Students in the SOAR program are expected to maintain high standards of work and an exemplary standard of learning
behaviours and commitment to their studies. A student who does not meet the academic and commitment expectations may be
removed from the program.
Can a student leave the SOAR program?
Students can ask to leave SOAR; in this situation a meeting between parents/carers and teachers would be required to plan an
appropriate alternate learning program for students.
Will SOAR students be able to complete Year 12 earlier?
The SOAR program is from Years 7 to 9. Early VCE pathways are available to all students who meet the academic and motivational
criteria to start VCE at an earlier stage. SOAR graduates are likely to go on to undertake VCE at an accelerated rate, for example,
studying one or more Unit 1&2 subjects in Year 10. Through partnerships with many university providers, students can also
undertake tertiary units at Year 12. This is granted on a case-by-case basis in consultation with students, parents / carers and
teachers. SOAR students often go on to complete more VCE subjects than their peers, but do not leave school earlier.
Will it cost extra to be involved in SOAR?
There is no difference in cost.
Who teaches SOAR?
A small group of selected high achieving teachers teach within SOAR. They have received additional training and work closely
together to collaborate, plan, develop and implement valuable and challenging educational experiences for students.

SOAR is accessed by invitation based on academic testing and an
application process.
For more information about SOAR
Please contact our Gifted and Talented Liaison,
Katherine Reynolds at katherine.reynolds@marcellin.vic.edu.au.

